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Atomic force microscopy �AFM� study is used to measure the surface topology and roughness of
radial and capture spider silks on the micro- and nanoscale. This is done for silks of the orb weaver
spider Argiope keyserlingi. Capture silk has a surface roughness that is five times less than that for
radial silk. The capture silk has an equivalent flatness of � /100 �5–6 nm deep surface features� as
an optical surface. This is equivalent to a very highly polished optical surface. AFM does show the
number of silk fibers that make up a silk thread but geometric distortion occurs during sample
preparation. This prevented AFM from accurately measuring the silk topology on the microscale in
this study. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3490220�

I. INTRODUCTION

Spider silk, dragline silk, in particular, is a much re-
searched, composite, biomaterial with a unique combination
of physical characteristics in high strength and high
elasticity.1 These properties of dragline spider silk are un-
matched by any other natural material. The measured diam-
eter of single dragline silk fibers can be as small as 80 nm for
the silks of baby spiders.2 The bulk compositional structure
of spun spider silk is believed to be well known and
understood.3 It consists of nanoscale protein crystals
��-sheets� in a matrix of amorphous protein ��-helices�. Spi-
der silk is a semicrystalline biopolymer which is almost ex-
clusively protein with repeated sequences of the amino acids
glycine and alanine.4 Orb weaver webs have nonsticky, ra-
dial silks as the “spokes.”5 The protein for these fibers comes
from the ampullate silk gland. The number of silk fibers that
make up a single radial thread in a web can vary both from
spider to spider and in different regions of the same web. The
capture silk is spiraled onto the radial framework. The cap-
ture silk is a pair of fibers spun from the flagellum silk gland
and coated with an aqueous secretion from the aggregate
gland. The secretion contains low-molecular-mass organic
and inorganic compounds, a variety of small proteins, and
high-molecular-mass glycoproteins. Once extruded, it forms
into sticky droplets via surface tension and solidifies on the
spider silk. Images of capture spiral silk and radial silk from
the orb web weaving spider Argiope keyserlingi are shown in
Fig. 1.

Our interest in spider silks and spider silk proteins is the
advantageous and interesting optical properties of silk from
orb-web spiders �clade Araneoidea�. The silks are known to
have low UV reflectance.6 We propose that they are also
highly dispersive compared to standard glasses used in
optics,7 based on the limited data on the refractive index as a
function of wavelength that is available.2,8 The high apparent
birefringence of spider silk2 also suggests the spider silk pro-
teins will have high nonlinear optical coefficients.7 Spider

webs are known to produce color displays in nature, both in
reflection and transmission of sunlight, under certain illumi-
nation conditions. The cause of these colors has been the
subject of speculation since the time of Newton.9 It has also
been the topic of observational interpretation and some
experiment.8,10 It is necessary to test whether any of the ob-
served color display phenomena are structural color, caused
by nanostructuring of the silk surfaces. Zawischa10 has hy-
pothesized that colors seen on radial silks are due, in part, to
light scattering from rough or nanostructured surfaces. This
hypothesis is still untested.

Single strands of spider silk are formed from several �at
least two� silk fibers, each extruded from a single spinneret.
In evaluating the optical properties of the spider silks it is
important to know the number of silk fibers that combine to
form a single silk strand, and to measure any twist in the
individual fibers along a strand. In turn, these features inform
understanding the optical phenomena in situ in a web. They
are also relevant to research trying to capture the mechanical
properties of the silks biomimetically in synthesized silks
and silk proteins. Optical microscopy techniques �brightfield,
darkfield, polarization, differential interference contrast
�DIC�, etc.� can be used to indicate twist and can partially
resolve the number of fibers contributing to a single strand.
But, they are not suitable for complete characterization, par-
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FIG. 1. DIC microscopy image �10�� of a capture silk, a radial silk, and a
junction between the two from a web of the spider Argiope keyserlingi.
Image is approximately 650 �m�500 �m. Note the apparent variation in
thickness is associated with twisting of the silk.
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ticularly, because the resolution of optical microscopy is
challenged by the micron and submicron size of the silk
fibers. Electron microscopy can be used but requires gold
coating and only specialist scanning electron microscopy
techniques can give information on three-dimensional topol-
ogy. Evaluation of atomic force microscopy �AFM� tech-
niques to measure spider silk topology, both on the nanoscale
of the surface structure, and the microscale of the fiber as a
whole, is undertaken. Some prior research on using AFM to
characterize surface and internal features of natural spider
silks has been reported.11–15 Cryogenically microtomed lon-
gitudinal and cross sections of natural silks from Nephila
clavipes �the golden orb weaver� have been used to indicate
microfibrillar internal structure of those silks.11 The short and
long range morphology of radial silks from Lactrodectus
hesperus �the black widow spider� has been reported to show
the effect of stretching on the fibers and fibrils.12 Further
research on the silks of Nephila clavipes13 has reported the
morphology of different colored silks obtained by forced
silking of the spider. The dragline silk of Nephila pilipes was
the subject of AFM topographical measurement of silks as a
function of the reeling speed used for forced silking to in-
form internal structure study.14 The changes in surface mor-
phology of spider silk with changing water content were
studied by AFM for Nephila clavipes and Nephila
senegalensi.15 The results of laser processing spider silk us-
ing a 157 nm fluorine laser have been measured using AFM
as one characterization technique.16

Here-in, we evaluate the surface topology on the nano-
scale to determine its qualities as an optical surface. The
results support the conclusion that spider silks are optically
“smooth” in the sense of having a surface roughness of less
than 30 nm. The behavior of the spider silk as an optical
scatterer, at the microscale, is determined by the geometry
and optical materials properties of the silks. In research re-
ported to date, a silk has been assumed to be a single, perfect
cylinder; or two very closely spaced, identical cylinders, in
studies of diffraction and scattering from dragline and cap-
ture spiral silks.2,8 The refractive index values extracted from
these measurements, for both ordinary and extraordinary ray
propagation, may be flawed due to the silks not actually sat-
isfying the scattering model used.

Real spider silks are a combination of two or more silk
threads. Here, we show the individual threads can be of dif-
ferent size. Unfortunately, the sample preparation technique
used distorts the geometry of the silks and so it is not pos-
sible to make accurate measurements of the shape of the
silks. The actual shape has implications for calculating the
optical properties of spider silk �refractive index and birefrin-
gence� from measured scattering of laser light.2,8 The model
of the scatterer used should be developed to be closer to the
physical form that spider silks actually take. This must be
done to improve the accuracy of values for the optical prop-
erties of the silk that are extracted from light scattering ex-
periments. The AFM technique readily allows the “top sur-
face” of individual fibers making up a single strand of silk to
be resolved, counted, and sized. But, there are issues remain-
ing that the topography so determined is distorted by the
sample preparation technique used. Nevertheless, these mea-

surements show that AFM techniques can be developed and
used for spider silk samples. When an AFM sample prepara-
tion technique is developed that prevents distortion, but still
supports AFM tip travel, it should be possible to make quan-
titative measurements of the microscale geometry. Results of
evaluating optical surface profiling for the same application
are reported elsewhere17 and the two techniques have been
contrasted for studying and measuring spider silks.18

II. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Spider silks used in this study come from the subclade
Araneidae �garden spiders�. The genus used is Argiope key-
serlingi �St. Andrews Cross spider�. This is a highly evolved
orb-web spider commonly found around Macquarie Univer-
sity, Sydney, Australia. It is a suitable spider silk for inves-
tigating the favorable and interesting optical properties of
highly evolved orb web weaving spiders.

The AFM samples were made by cleaving a fresh mica
surface which was contacted onto a microscope coverslip
�fresh mica surface uppermost�. The coverslip was moved
into a water sprayed spider web. The use of the water spray
resulted in excellent contact between the silk and mica, after
the sample was left to dry. Nonwater sprayed silks did not
have sufficient adhesion to the mica surface to allow success-
ful AFM scanning to be achieved. The silks external to the
coverslip were cut after contacting. This cutting after con-
tacting is a technique used in spider silk harvesting to mini-
mize any change in the tension in the silks during the sample
preparation process. It also prevents contraction or supercon-
traction of the silks when water sprayed. The samples were
dried and left to reach equilibrium with the ambient relative
humidity. It was not possible to obtain samples of viscid
�capture spiral� spider silk from which the viscid �adhesive�
droplets could be studied successfully by AFM. Contact of
water sprayed viscid droplets with the mica resulted in their
rupture. Note this also indicates that these viscid drops are a
solidified outer skin, with the contents within this still being
in a liquid form. The sections of capture spiral thread be-
tween viscid drops could be measured successfully via AFM,
as could the radial threads. Dragline threads have not been
included in the current study but they are spun from the same
spinnerets as radial silk. The silks have been sourced from
the naturally produced webs of spiders housed in the Mac-
quarie University spider laboratory. Dragline silk can be har-
vested directly by drawing it from the spinnerets of the spi-
ders but contrast of naturally spun and harvested silk remains
for future research.

The AFM �NT-MDT Ntegra� was operated in “noncon-
tact” mode using a silicon cantilever �gold coated� and a
force constant in the range of 2.5–10 N/m. Large area scans
�a few microns by a few microns� were used to show the
overall topology of the spider silks. The cantilever was first
landed and engaged on the mica surface and then the force
was reduced before commencing the scan to include the silk.
This gives topological images of the top surface of the silk
referenced to the mica surface. The natural geometry is ex-
pected to be a number of almost cylindrical fibers combined
together. It happens that the silks do flatten out on the mica
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after contacting. Thus, the natural microscale geometry of
the silks is not conserved in the sample preparation. The
AFM scans do still show curvature of the top surface indi-
cating that the nanoscale surface is conserved, though it is
possible that some stretching of the surface has occurred.
The flattening of the silks to the mica is in part an advantage.
It creates a sample which has a continuous transition from
the mica to the silk. This would not be the case for a bunch
of near-cylindrical fibers with diameters of 1 to a few mi-
crons which would have an undercut. The AFM scanning tip
would endeavor to travel under the fiber in this case, with the
possibility it would not migrate to the silk at all. This type of
behavior of the scanning tip was observed in some of the
trials indicating some samples may have been prepared in
this form and may have suffered this flaw.

The spider silks, so prepared, still present a challenging
sample with clear evidence of instrumentally-based artifacts
in the resulting AFM scans. Comparison of AFM images
produced using different directions for the cantilever scan
has been used successfully to separate real structure from
aberrative structure in the results, as discussed in Sec. III The
large area scans also allow accurate reference coordinates to
be determined for high resolution scans of smaller areas on
the silk to allow nanoscale surface roughness to be measured.
The calibration of the appropriate force constant for mini-
mizing artifacts is carried across to the smaller area scans, as
is the use of scans in two perpendicular directions of canti-
lever movement to separate artifacts from real structure.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. AFM-radial silk: microscale topology

Figures 2 and 3 show AFM scans of a radial silk thread
from the webs of two individual St Andrew’s Cross spiders
�Argiope keyserlingi�, respectively. Both spiders are about
2.5 cm in size. The silk in Fig. 2 has an AFM scan measured
width of �4 �m and is made up of two strands of silk with
an apparent width �2 �m. The apparent maximum height
of the silk is �1 �m. That in Fig. 3 is �7 �m wide and is
made up of at least four strands of silk. The widths of the silk
fibers have been confirmed by bright-field optical micro-
graphs calibrated using a reticle with 2 �m divisions. Some
sections of the scan show five strands. The four visible
strands combine to a web silk which is measured as having
maximum height of 1.9 �m above the mica. This is consis-
tent with the maximum diameter of the contributing strands,
but the packing arrangement suggests at least one sits on the
top of others, so, like Fig. 2, this shows a maximum height of

order of half that expected for strands of silk with circular
cross-section symmetry. These results indicate the silks are
flattened with respect to their free standing geometry and
topology. Cross-sections of the AFM scans depicted in Figs.
2 and 3, corrected to have the same spatial calibration in both
directions, have been analyzed to determine the geometry of
the individual strands. They have a topology that is highly
noncircular. Indeed the individual top surfaces are consistent
with an ellipse with a long axis twice the length of the short
axis. Deviations from circular cross sections for silks which
are being combined and close-packed as they solidify upon
extrusion are likely to occur. However, a distortion of this
magnitude is unphysical, indicating that the samples have
undergone flattening in preparation. This flattening is to be
expected given the elastic nature of the silks. Further re-
search is also needed to develop a sample preparation tech-
nique for AFM studies of spider silk which avoids flattening
the silks. Thus, it remains important to quantify the geometry
of the individual strands, as spun, in future research.

Instrumental artifacts that affect the topological surface
have been explored by using orthogonal directions of AFM
scan. Figures 3�a�–3�c� show the same radial silk scanned in
opposite directions across the strand �Fig. 3�a� left to right
and Fig. 3�b� right to left�, and along the silk strand in Fig.
3�c�. The AFM scan along the silk strand is the least effected
by instrumental effects indicating that adopting a scanning
protocol that samples the discontinuity of the mica-to-silk

FIG. 2. �Color online� AFM scan of a two-fiber radial silk thread from a St
Andrew’s Cross spider �Argiope keyserlingi�. Dimensions are in microns.

FIG. 3. �Color online� Zoomed in AFM scans of radial thread silk from
Argiope keyserlingi to compare instrumental artifacts in analysis. �a� Hori-
zontal scan of the region. �b� Reverse horizontal scan. �c� Vertical scan of
the region. Dimensions are in microns.
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�and vice versa� transition in a small number of complete
passes of the total scan �those along the silk fiber� is advan-
tageous over one which includes the mica-to-silk and silk-to-
mica discontinuities in each pass. All these scans give the
same maximum height above the mica surface
�1.95�0.03 �m�. A 3% variation in the maximum height is
measured along a section of a silk with a length of a few
microns. The cross sectional structure of the silk is a constant
along this length. All the scans �Figs. 3�a�–3�c�� show false
surface roughness in regions where the cantilever tip is mi-
grating from the mica to the silk and vice versa, and where
there is a strong surface gradient such as the valleys between
strands. This is due to oscillatory motion of the cantilever
that is not fully damped. Some of the structure that appears
as “lumps” at the near end of the third silk strand and the far
end of the fourth silk strand �from the left� is due to dirt that
landed on the spider silk. Striations in the direction of the
scan are seen, and are another instrumental artifact. Results
of optical surface profiling of radial spider silks give further
evidence that the surfaces are optically smooth17 and support
the conclusion that AFM scans of these relatively large areas,
using the protocols so far explored, cannot be used for accu-
rate surface structure/roughness measurement at the nano-
scale. The technique does give useful data on the microscale
structure and topology. Smaller area AFM scans are required
to explore the nanoscale structure as discussed in Sec. III B.

B. AFM-radial silk surface roughness on the
nanoscale

In order to obtain more accurate results on the nanoscale
roughness of the radial silks, smaller area, and high reso-
lution, AFM scans are completed. The first landing position
of the cantilever to the surface is navigated to be on the silk,
using the positional reference data obtained in the large area
scans �a few microns by a few microns�, as described in Sec.
III A. Using this method, combined with comparing scans
using orthogonal scanning directions, it has been possible to

interpret the nanoscale structure of the surface. Figure 4
shows an area 400�400 nm2 with a scanning direction
across the silk in �a� and along the silk in �b�. The real
surface nanostructure is seen by filtering out the AFM scan
direction lines and it corresponds to surface features that
vary in height by up to 30 nm. Thus, if this curved surface is
envisaged laid flat, it corresponds to an optical surface that is
flat to of order � /20, for a wavelength � of 600 nm. This
corresponds to a high quality optical surface.

C. AFM-capture silk topology: microscale
and nanoscale

The results presented here are all for the regions of cap-
ture silk fibers that fall between viscid drops. We have yet to
achieve sample preparation and AFM scanning protocols that
give successful scans of the adhesive droplets on the capture
spiral silks. Optical surface profilometry is a technique that
does allow measurement of some of the features of the viscid
drops.17 Even in between the viscid drops the capture silk
has a thin film of the adhesive over the whole or part of the
silk. This is supported by dark field microscopy. But the
presence of such a film has not been established indepen-
dently in these AFM measurements. Nevertheless, the results
should be interpreted as showing the silk surface partially or
wholly coated by a thin film of the adhesive material. Such a
film will have a smoothing effect but it does represent the top
interface at which light is reflected and/or scattered—the op-
tical surface. The transparency of this thin film also means
that light reflected from a second surface, the surface of the
spider silk fiber, and possibly weaker �diverged� contribu-
tions from the back surfaces of both the spider silk fiber and
the thin film adhesive, can contribute to two and/or multiple
beam interference effects. A refractive index difference be-
tween the materials of the adhesive and spider silk proteins is
required to give a nonzero reflection coefficient at the inter-
face between a thin film of adhesive and the spider silk fiber.
Independent measurements of the refractive index of the ad-
hesive are not available to our knowledge but a refractive
index difference of up to 0.2 is plausible given the higher
water content of the adhesive as compared to the spider silk
proteins.

Figures 5 and 6 show AFM of a capture silk from an
adult Argiope keyserlingi spider �same spider as for Fig. 2�.
AFM scans of an area of 51�51 �m2 are reported. The silk
is oriented at about 35° to the vertical scan direction, so the
vertical and horizontal scan directions do not align with di-
rections across and along the silk in this case. The AFM
scanning tip meets the fiber at �35° acute angle for the

FIG. 4. �Color online� Zoomed region of radial spider silk showing surface
nanostructure with AFM operated in vertical �a� and horizontal �b� orienta-
tion. Dimensions are in nanometers.

FIG. 5. �Color online� Atomic force micrograph of a capture silk thread
from an Argiope keyserlingi adult. z-axis dimensions are nanometers, x-and
y-axis are in microns. Note the two fibers that make up the capture silk
thread which in turn are coated with a liquid layer.

FIG. 6. �Color online� Close views of surface nanostructure on a capture
silk recorded from vertical AFM scan �a� and horizontal scan �b�. z-axis
dimensions are in nm, x-and y-axis are microns.
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vertical scan, and a �55° acute angle for the horizontal scan.
A zoom of an area of 12�12 �m2 from a horizontal scan is
shown in Fig. 5. The capture silk has a width of �3 �m and
a height of �600 nm, consistent with the relative ratios
found for radial silks in AFM. The silk strand in this case is
made up of two fibers, and thus, would be expected to have
a width to height ratio of �2 or 0.5 if the fibers are close to
cylindrical symmetry. The apparent value of 5 again indi-
cates fiber flattening. An enlargement of a 4�4 �m2 area
for both a horizontal scanning direction �a� and a vertical
scanning direction �b� is shown in Fig. 6. The nanoscale
structure is revealed as ripples and pits with depths of ap-
proximately 5–6 nm. Also, there are some ripples of order
1–2 nm in Fig. 6�a� where the horizontal scan direction has
resulted in less masking of the surface topology due to in-
strumental effects. If the capture silk fiber surface is envis-
aged laid flat, it corresponds to an optical surface that is flat
to of order � /100, for a wavelength, � of 500–600 nm. This
corresponds to an ultrahigh quality optical surface. This
value might be low compared to the natural silk due to the
flattening distortion, but given the aspect ration of the fibers
observed, it would be at most of order � /50 for the natural
silk. The surface of the capture silks is shown to be about
five times more optically smooth than the radial silks. This
smoothness will increase “specular” reflection as a compo-
nent of the total scattering of light by the silk but it must be
remembered that it is the geometry of the microscale scat-
terer that dominates its scattering behavior in nature.

In previous AFM topological studies of the dragline silks
of other species of spiders, carried out for a range of moti-
vations, as discussed in the introduction,11–15 the height in-
formation needed to evaluate the effective flatness of the silk
surface is not available. Qualitatively, the topology of dra-
gline silks presented show some common features with those
of Argiope keyserlingi reported here, but there are also dif-
ferences.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

AFM has been demonstrated as a qualitative measure-
ment tool for determining the microscale topology and as a
quantitative tool for the surface nanostructure of the spider
silks of Argiope keyserlingi. AFM is a suitable method for
determining the number of individual silks making up a silk
strand. However, sample preparation issues remain to be re-
solved before quantitative measurement of the dimensions
and geometric shape of the individual silk strands, which
combine to make a single silk fiber, can be properly evalu-
ated. This increased knowledge of the size and shape of the
spider web threads is needed to improve the scattering mod-
els of spider web silks, which in turn will enable more accu-
rate values of the optical properties of the silks to be deter-
mined. The results show the surfaces of radial and capture
silks �in sections in between the adhesive droplets� of the orb
weaving spider Argiope keyserlingi to be optically smooth.
The capture silk fibers have a top surface which is about five
times as smooth as the radial silks. The capture silk fiber
surface, if envisaged lay flat, has a flatness of �� /100 from
the measurements made. Taking sample flattening into ac-

count this might be increased to �� /50 but this is still ul-
traflat as an optical surface. The results do not support the
hypothesis that color displays from spider webs are caused,
in part by light scattering from a spatially structured top
surface. This does not eliminate the possibility that refractive
index changes on the nanoscale, associated with the compos-
ite crystalline and amorphous matrix of the spider silk pro-
tein, or multiple beam interference associated with a thin
film of transparent adhesive on the capture silks, may be
responsible for some component of structural color in the
scattering of white light from spider silks. The optical
smoothness of the spider silks warrants further research on
how the methods by which the spider spins the silk may be
used as a bioinspiration for achieving ultrasmooth microfiber
analogs. Use of a thin liquid layer to obtain an ultrasmooth
surface, as per the capture silks, may be of limited applica-
bility. But, the optical smoothness of the radial silks meets a
specification of interest to optics.
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